
 

Topic Details 
 
Teachers & Kids contains between 10-14 suggested English and Cultural topics for each 
grade level.  Each topic is followed by a set of details including suggested vocabulary, phrases, 
activities, and thoughts for teachers to consider while teaching each topic.  The following is 
an example of the details provided for the topic, Colors, at the 3rd year level.    
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Teachers &
 

ABCs, Adjec
Introductions
Vehicles, We
Family, and E
Ask the students about names of other colors they would like to know in 
English.   
Introduce adjective + noun and combine Colors with Fruit/Food, Animals, 
Vehicles, and Kid Words (ex. green monkey, blue banana, etc.)  This will 
help the 3rd year students understand how adjectives and nouns work 
together. 
rds(11+):  green, blue, purple, red, yellow, orange, brown, white, black, pink, 
gray, and any other colors the students would like to know… 

ases:  ** What’s this?  :  ** (color) 
  
 ** What do you like?  :  ** I like (color). 
      
 ** Do you like (color)?  :  ** Yes / No 
      

ivities: - Karuta  (9)   
 - Steal the Bacon  (11)   

- Showdown  (39)   
 - Four Corners  (17)  

- Pass the Ball  (22)  
 - Jeopardy  (25)   
 - Beat Street  (26) 

- Colored Gloves  (19)    
 - Stopwatch Game  (27)   
 - Cockroach Game (45)   

- “I like (           )” Race  (35)    

 Kids topics include:  

tives, Animals, Body Parts, Colors, Days, Directions, Emotions, Fruit/Food, 
, Kid Words, Months, Numbers, Seasons, Self Expression, Sports, Time, 
ather, World Holiday, Christmas, the World, the Environment, People (jobs), 
nglish Plays.  
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Be sure to double-click on the notes...

Note & Suggestions
Thoughts and ideas for teachers to take into consideration while teaching this topic at this grade level.

Vocabulary
Suggested vocabulary to practice with this topic at this grade level.    

Phrases
Suggested phrases to practice with this topic at this grade level.  

Suggested Activities
Suggested activities for this topic at this grade level.  Activity explanations and variations can be found in the back of Teachers & Kids under the corresponding activity number, (#).  




